Empower your team to engage in feedback and complete training easily with our flexible interface.

Teams can choose a pre-built survey from our library or create their own survey with multiple-choice, numeric, and free-response questions. Embed media (images or video) to ask participants about what they see or watch. Once the survey is finished, the results will be automatically generated for easy and fast reporting results.

**Train employees**

A selection of compliance training templates are available with MobLab Business Surveys. Modify templates or create surveys of your own for any training, including software tutorial, account setup instructions, or other corporate learning. Additionally, with our advanced technology, HR can embed videos in the survey and confirm employees are learning as they watch.

**Follow up after interviews**

Send surveys asking evaluation questions to a team member who interviewed a job applicant and also to the candidate for a fuller picture of their meeting. While finding the right fit for their team is important, it is equally important for businesses to understand how to potential job candidates view them following interviews.

**Poll the team**

A timed survey will allow employees to answer the questions when convenient for them. The person running the survey will be able to monitor the progress of response and what the majority of the answers are as they get completed.

**Who are we?**

Headquarters: Pasadena, California
Launched: 2011

MobLab is an education technology company whose mission is to encourage learning and engagement for all. We are best known for creating games that simulate real world applications and reinforce economic and social principles while delivering fun and memorable experiences and discussions. With our proven successes in education, we have expanded accessibility of our education console to businesses that seek help with team building exercises, interactive training/learning guides, and employee feedback.